THE HIGH CONCEPT
 
The term High Concept is bandied around a lot in the Film Industry. High Concept is even the name of the biography of Dom Simpson, legendary producer of ‘80s blockbusters such as Flashdance, Top Gun, and Beverley Hills Cop. 

What it is
But what is a high concept? At it’s most basic, it is an idea for a movie that can be stated in one or two sentences, such as you would read in a TV guide. For example;

“A man’s whole life is a TV show and he doesn’t know it” (TRUMAN SHOW)

"A group of ex-psychic investigators start a commercial ghost extermination business in New York City." (GHOSTBUSTERS)

"A teenager is mistakenly sent into the past, where he must make sure his mother and father meet and fall in love; he then has to get back to the future." (BACK TO THE FUTURE)

Call it a hook, a gimmick, or a twist, when you hear a High Concept, it grabs you and know it’s a movie. You get the feeling that exploring the idea will lead to interesting situations, compelling drama and conflict. Most importantly, you know how to sell it to the public. You know exactly who it’s audience is - you even know what would be on the poster. 

Titles
The High Concept tends to be quite simple and can often be implied in the title. A good title for your film is of crucial importance. It should be short enough to fit on the marquee and convey something about your subject and theme, stopping the reader and pulling him or her into the story.

Familiar yet unique
The High Concept is something that is unusual yet enticing, unique yet identifiable – the familiar with a twist. A good concept has universal appeal, almost everyone can identify with it. In The Screenwriter’s Bible, an excellent all-in guide for screenwriters, David Trottier lists 9 key points for what makes a good concept:

	Easily understood by an eighth-grader

Can be encapsulated in a sentence or two
Provocative and big
Character plus conflict plus hook (hook is often the Big Event)
Sounds like an “event” movie with sequel potential
It has legs – it can stand on its own without stars
It will attract a big star
A fresh and highly marketable idea
Unique with familiar elements

Structure
There is also an implied structure in good concepts, a beginning, middle, and end innate to the idea. For example, the situation of a kid who finds himself HOME ALONE and must defend his house against burglars. The sequences are implied in the concept: forgetting the kid, the comic defence of the home, the parents rushing to the rescue, etc. 

The importance of High Concept
Is the High Concept really necessary? Yes, yes, yes! This is especially true for the first time writer. When speculative (i.e. not commissioned) scripts sell, it is idea that is purchased not the execution. Your High Concept is your calling card into a fiercely competitive business and will define you in the eyes of the industry. Most aspiring screenwriters don't spend enough time choosing their concept. Months – sometimes years -- are lost trying to elevate a film idea that from it’s core idea has no hope of ever becoming a movie. Remember that only 1 in 20 scripts that are sold ever get made – your high concept is what will make yours stand out from the crowd. 

To quote Jeffrey Katzenberg, President of Dreamworks, in a now famous internal memo, “In the dizzying world of moviemaking, we must not be distracted from one fundamental concept; the idea is king. If a movie begins with a great, original idea, chances are that it will be good, even if it is executed only marginally well. However, if a film begins with a flawed idea, it will almost certainly fail, even if it is made with A talent and marketed to the hilt”. 

US Novelist John Gardner put it more simply:
“A story with a stupid central idea, no matter how brilliantly told, will be a stupid story.” 

Screenwriters usually focus on the craft of screenwriting – plot, developing characters, but these all fall aside if the initial concept is not clear. The concept is what you lead with when you pitch your story or write a query letter, it is what hooks – or fails to hook – the agent or producer. Regardless of how non-mainstream your story is, ask yourself, What is at the core of my story? What makes my story stand out? What is the concept that will help the people understand what it’s about?

After all, just consider what you're trying to do. You want a producer to pick your screenplay out of the thousands s/he receives each year then spend years getting it made, you want a director to choose it as one of the few films he will direct in his career, an investor to risk millions making the film, critics to think it's good and audiences all over the world to spend money to go see the film, maybe even more than once. 

New screenwriters should also remember; the higher your concept, the more forgiving they will be with your script. 

Creating High Concept
So how do you create a high concept? You can start by reading - lots. This will give you a knowledge of a genre which will allow you to create new variations on that genre. The key to Tarantino’s unique voice in RESERVOIR DOGS is that he makes gangsters talk like you and I - he provides the familiar with a twist. 

You can also juxtapose genres. Take the very successful drama X-FILES, imagine it as a comedy, and you get something along the lines of MEN IN BLACK from Columbia, directed by Barry Sonnenfeld. Mel Brook’s hit BLAZING SADDLES is a hybrid between a comedy and a Western. You can also transpose/update settings. Steve Martin's ROXANNE was a wonderful re-telling of the CYRANO story. Look to Shakespeare or the classic myths and reinvent them with a modern twist. 

Another technique is to take your existing idea and push it all the way. Many screenwriters come up with half an idea, then stop. Most spec scripts which end on page 110 actually should end on page 35 -- because that's all the story that's really there; it's just been dragged out to fill the page requirement. Try telling the story you've told in 110 pages in 35. That'd be thirty five great pages! Then keep going at that pace. 

Going past the obvious ending can sometimes leads to that unique twist. It famously took M. Night Shamayan to write five drafts before he came up with that brilliant final twist for THE SIXTH SENSE. Don’t get stuck on a single idea. Write it - if it's great it will sell, if not, then get onto the next thing. You're not going to stumble on that career-making concept if you keep revising the same pet idea for five years. 

Write from love and passion. Forget what you think are commercial considerations. What do you love? To do, to study, to think about, to talk about? Whether it's cave-diving or model trains, cross-dressing or particle physics, your passion is often the best guide to your most unique and powerful work. Ironically, the unique, non-commercial aspects of a project are often what make it commercially valuable. DIRTY DANCING’s success came from the writer’s real life love of the subject. What are the issues that fascinate you? What do you want to say? Can you find an exciting metaphor to say it in dramatic terms?

Other sources of great ideas could be conversations and experiences, overheard or had, magazines, newspapers, history and biographies. Go to libraries, browse in sections you would never normally visit and start to make connections. Research interesting arenas and take us behind the scenes in a particular world; audiences love films that take them to places (and situations) where they cannot otherwise go. THE CANDIDATE shows us the inside story behind winning an election. BULL DURHAM is set in the world of minor league baseball. TOP GUN utilizes the naval jet-fighter training centre. Other films noted for their effective utilization of unique settings & subjects are DELIVERANCE, ALIENS, and WHO FRAMED ROGER RABBIT?

Truth plus imagination is the source of all good stories. Consider your fears and fantasies then develop them further. If you can express them well enough the chances are we can all relate to them. Use a technique familiar to actors - Stanislavsky’s magic “as if” – to create interesting story questions. What if a shark swam onto a resort and devoured a vacationer? (JAWS) What if the world as we know it is only a computer programme? (THE MATRIX). What’s the worst thing that could happen to a particular profession? E.g. The worst thing that could happen to a babysitter is to loose the kids (ADVENTURES IN BABYSITTING). 

Seek out interesting characters. Some of the best stories are about something extraordinary happening to someone who is ordinary. Look for the potential for character growth. At it’s heart, story is not an intellectual but an emotional experience - the audience emotionally engages with a character that they empathize with struggle to get something they want. Many times a High Concept will imply a good role for an actor. Charlize Theron took on the producer’s role for MONSTER because she has found a great role that went on to win her an Oscar. 

How to know you have a High Concept
The ironic thing is that, although they can be so hard to find, High Concepts are obvious - in retrospect. Don’t let this put you off. Take time at the beginning of the writing process to find an idea that will hold up through the long and often arduous process of writing a screenplay. 

Once you’ve found a High Concept, try it out on everyone you meet. If their face lights up with interest and recognition you’re probably on the right track. Here's another clue that you’ve got a great idea, when other writers hear it, they give you black looks. You get several offers to co-write it. Another clue: producers return your calls. Still another clue: agents return your calls. And best way to truly know that you've got a truly High Concept? Your screenplay sells!

Further Reading;
Wordplay (www.wordplayer.com) by Ted Elliot & Terry Rossio
The Screenwriters Bible by David Trottier 
Screenwriting by Lew Hunter

